
1 The National Museum of African American History and Culture sits at the juncture between two 
landscapes with distinct characters: the open, pastoral character of the White House and Washington 
Monument Grounds, and the formal character of the National Mall. 



2 The landscape design integrates the Building, conceived of as a pavilion in a park, into this 
national context by pulling the curving site geometries, open lawns, and informally grouped 
trees characteristic of the Washington Monument Grounds into the site.  



3 Functional requirements for the landscape included two entry plazas and pathways 
that would accommodate millions of visitors per year, a fully functioning loading dock, 
and a secure site perimeter. 



4 The design team took advantage of the site’s gently sloping topography to create a level 
plinth around the Museum with retaining walls at the edges. The plinth seamlessly integrates 
the security design into the grading strategies of the site. 



5 The northern site entry paths cut through a wide security wall that creates a dramatic 
threshold from the space of Constitution Avenue to the space of the Museum. The top of 
the wall is polished to reflect the surrounding context. 



6 The curves of the site paths were carefully calibrated to encourage visual and physical 
connection to the Washington Monument.  



7 At the crossing of the two northern entry paths visitors can follow the stone path to 
the Museum entry or cross through the site on the concrete path that leads to the 
Washington Monument Grounds.



8 Spaces with seating are integrated throughout the landscape including this 
Reading Grove, a place for small groups to gather for story-telling. 



9 Two of the Museum’s organizing themes, hope and optimism, are expressed in 
late winter each year when 400,000 crocus bulbs bloom throughout the lawn. 



10 A threshold of lush planting frames the South Plaza and hides the southern security wall from 
view along Madison Drive. Wide stone benches for resting and waiting flank the site entries. 



11 The southern entry plaza slopes from Madison Drive towards the Museum to focus visitors 
towards the Porch, a large cantilevered shade structure that sits in front of the Museum Entry. 

Madison Drive
South Plaza Porch



12 At the edge of the Porch sits a stone water feature with two halves. Expressing the 
turbulance of history, water moves over a textured stone surface towards a still reflecting 
pool, representing the calm nature of resiliency. 



13 The moving water cools the air below the Porch shade structure, providing visitors a respite from 
the summer heat and a place to pause and reflect on the stories told within the Museum.



14 The still portion of the water feature reflects the Washington Monument and 
the site’s context, which connects the People’s journey chronicled in the 
Museum to the Nation’s story. 



15 At the site scale, the landscape is designed to continuously connect to the surrounding 
landscape. The details of the site, like quotes inlaid into the South Water Feature, pull the 
themes of the Museum into the landscape. 


